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The Proposal
Digital Dollar Coin (DDCT) is an established digital token currently being traded on the market. There is
constant demand from listing organizations such as IDAX and Bitcratic, among others requesting that
DDCT be listed on their platform. DDCT is already listed on Ethx and DDEX, and is tradeable on
platforms, such as ForkDelta.
DDCT is a member of the Wall Street Blockchain Alliance which stands as a neutral, unbiased steward of
education and cooperation between global financial firms, and Government Blockchain Association
(GBA Global), which promotes blockchain technologies by empowering individuals and organizations to
connect, communicate, and collaborate to solve challenges around the world. DDCT is a wholly
incorporated limited liability company (Singapore)
The objective of DDCT is to advance environmental issues through trading in the token and adapting the
token as a means of payment for environmental transactions, such as paying for utility bills (electricity,
gas, water, telephone) and other business transactions with organizations that share a strong
environmental interest in their daily operations. This is an enormous market. For example, ENR 2019
Top 200 Environmental Firms include AECOM in New York and JACOBS in Texas. Two of the 10 most
powerful electric companies include organizations, such as Duke Energy and National Grid.
This presents the best of blockchain technology by offering a direct democratic control over trading and
payment by eliminating the direct control of governments setting prices through monetary policy.
Instead, a stable value of the token is set by the technology and replaced by majority consensus.
Through these public ledger transactions, all users share in verification, thereby returning full control to
each individual who use the tokens. In the long run, DDCT may even consider converting into a nonprofit
to drive education and activities in environmental issues, while strengthening partnership with these
awesome environmental organizations and firms.
Consequently, this proposal presents a purposeful and responsive plan for reaching VIP, Active and
Potential Users for Target Marketing, Community Operation, and Marketing & Sales Promotion in a way
that will assure success. This is likely to include work done to cover Exchange Platform promotion,
including advanced Notice, Information Push, Social Media listing, advertising and sales promotion, and
any other External Mediums required to fulfill continued successful trading.
DDCT currently has over 1,110 holders, a total supply of 1,000,000,000 tokens, with 124,143,091 tokens
trading on the market and 875,856,909 in its reserve.
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Market Capitalization
DDCT Propose a conservative Market Capitalization with a 2½ percent increase in market price after the
sale of every 100,000,000 DDCT Tokens of $276,962,382 USD and a starting price of 0.001250 ETH per 1
DDCT token (See Table below):
Total DDCT in
Circulation

1,000,000,000

DDCT 3rd
Party Owned

10,000,015

DDCT Available
for Trading

989,999,985

DDCT Start
Balance

ETH/DDCT(.02
5% ↑/100M)

DDCT
Volume/100
M Tokens

Total ETH

DDCT End
Balance

ETH Market
Price to
USD

Total USD

989,999,985

0.001250

100,000,000

125,000

889,999,985

$200

$ 25,000,000

0.001281

100,000,000

128,125

789,999,985

$ 200

$25,625,000

0.001313

100,000,000

131,328

689,999,985

$ 200

$ 26,265,625

0.001346

100,000,000

134,611

589,999,985

$ 200

$26,922,266

0.001380

100,000,000

137,977

489,999,985

$ 200

$ 27,595,322

0.001414

100,000,000

141,426

389,999,985

$ 200

$28,285,205

0.001450

100,000,000

144,962

289,999,985

$ 200

$28,992,335

0.001486

100,000,000

148,586

189,999,985

$ 200

$29,717,144

0.001523

100,000,000

152,300

89,999,985

$ 200

$30,460,072

0.001561

89,999,985

140,497

-

$ 200

$ 28,099,412

989,999,985

1,384,812

GRAND
TOTAL
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The Rationale
As digital currencies mature and become more of the wave of the future and as companies continue to
adapt such currencies, it behooves organizations to participate in this new dispensation of settling real
world undertaking with a trusted and safe way to conclude business transactions.
“Proponents of cryptocurrencies cite several key advantages, namely decentralization, anonymity,
security, and automation,” Friedman said. “However, investors are split regarding the stability and
merits of cryptocurrencies, with some believing they represent the wave of the future, while others
dismiss them as pure speculation.” If Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) have taught us anything, it is
that cryptocurrencies are a necessary wave of the future. The sooner organizations adapt this method of
transacting businesses, the more likely they will survive pandemic instances, such as COVID-19.
Digital currencies are based on blockchain technology that Friedman said has potential to disrupt
currency and much more. “Blockchain technology, which is the backbone of digital currency, has the
potential to disrupt financial services by reducing the cost and complexity of financial transactions, while
also augmenting transparency.” “The implications of blockchain technology are far-reaching, not only in
financial services, but in other areas, such as healthcare, government, law, education, technology, and
more.”
Bovaird said one of the greatest benefits of digital currencies is that cryptocurrency cannot be
counterfeited, and transactions cannot be reversed arbitrarily by the sender (as credit card chargebacks
can). Further, cryptocurrency transactions provide anonymity. Credit cards operate on a pull basis where
the store identifies the transaction and “pulls” the amount of the sale from the card. Cryptocurrency
uses a “push” model which prompts the cryptocurrency holder to send exactly what they want to the
seller without any other form of information.
One other benefit is how cryptocurrency is not bound by exchange rates, interest rates or transaction
charges. In addition, digital currency transactions take place at the same speed, regardless of where the
sender and receiver are located.
Would you therefore consider adapting and taking over Digital Dollar Coin (DDCT) as your company’s
token?
Dr. Bernard Henry
Founder and Chief Project Manager
Digital Dollar Coin LLC.
https://digitaldollarcoin.com/
info@digitaldollarcoin.com
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